The Acid Jazz Vinyl Store will be curated by label boss Eddie Piller, who has hand picked a mixture of rare and hard to
find album re-issues from around the world to compliment a comprehensive selection of ‘pre-loved’ vinyl. Eddie Piller
co-founded the label with fellow DJ Gilles Peterson back in 1987, and the past 25 years have seen Acid Jazz spawn
genres, spearhead new movements and establish themselves as something of a national treasure.
In spite of a perceived irrelevance in the digital age, the demand for vinyl has grown exponentially in recent years, and
has surprised everyone by making a comeback. Today, the vinyl record is seen as a luxury; a premium item offering not
e s e nt
s and has seen its popularity rise accordingly.
only unrivalled sound quality, but also a sense of pr
nostalgic
sincerity,
The Acid Jazz Vinyl Store opens its doors on September 20th, and on selected Thursday’s throughout their residency will
host special events with special guest DJs, drinks and maybe even a little dancing.
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About

Occupying the first floor of Ben Sherman’s Commercial
Street
store, Mod_ular Blanc
is a space dedicated to the presentation and cultivation
108
Commercial
Street
of exciting and emerging brands, initiatives, artists and design collectives. The clean, contemporary setting provides a space for carefully
curated partners, offering a platform for retail or purely exhibition. With Modular Blanc, Ben Sherman aims to support and nurture some of
the best of British, as well as introduce new and exciting brands, works or concepts from further afield.

LDF 15-22 SEPTEMBER 2013

Furniture and product design collective OKAY studio & friends will be showcasing all new work
exclusively at Ben Sherman’s Mod_ular Blanc space, situated above the Commercial Street store
during London
2013.
To apply for a residency,
pleaseDesign
contactFestival
marketing@bensherman.co.uk
Referencing bolts, screws and clothing, as well as the narrative that ties together various aspects of a story, the exhibition
pivots around the very idea of producing work for a specific context collectively.
Working independently as internationally established professionals while sharing a physical space together as a studio, the
inspiration behind the exhibition comes from experiencing ‘loose threads’ of divergent ideas, knowledge and common goals
often found within such a close creative group environment.
With the title of the show as the catalyst for ideas, OKAYstudio & friends will be exhibiting a variety of objects from the
familiar to the more obscure, multiples and limited editions to singular prototypes all based on individual interpretation,
be it a literal or more philosophical approach.

Opening Hours

Mon: 2pm - 7pm / Tues: 10.30am - Late (Shoreditch Design Triangle) / Wed - Sat: 10.30am - 7pm
Sundays: 11am - 6pm
Press Preview: Monday 16th Sept 10.30am - 2pm
For press enquiries, please contact Ben Sherman press office:
Joe Williams: joe.williams@bensherman.co.uk

